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T
he Minister of 
Defence Manohar 
Parrikar today 
emphatically stated 
that money (bud-

getary allocation) is not an 
issue, the issue is of putting 
proper systems in place 
and that his government 
was doing all that it could 
do to have them in place. 

Speaking at the Global 
Investors’ Summit ‘Make 
in India for Defence Sec-
tor’, jointly organised by 
the Investment & Tech-
nology Promotion Division of Ministry of External 
Affairs and ASSOCHAM, the Minister said: “We have 
a syndrome of plenty. I do not need more money and 
there is a wrong perception prevailing that we do not 
have funds for acquisition. I need to get the systems 
in place. In fact, we are giving back the money that is 
being allocated.”

Explaining the situation, he said that 85 per cent 
of the money released was for equipment that were 
contracted about five years back. This ‘committed lia-
bility’ is what is getting paid now. The orders placed 
last year or this year, the Ministry paid about 15 per 
cent of the orders. “You have to realise when the 
money is required.”

It is in this background that the government was 
working on creating an ecosystem. “We have tried 
many modifications to production and procurement. 
We have attempted a good draft in the Defence Pro-
curement Policy 2016 and we welcome suggestions 
and recommendations from the industry. We will fil-
ter out undesirable inputs and we give it next two to 
three months for it to have an impact. The policy will 
be reviewed after six months.”

Parrikar stated that when he took over as the 
Defence Minister, he was surprised to notice that AONs 
(acceptance of necessity) was to the tune of `5,09,000 
crore and at least eight of the projects were pending 
for the past 10 years. “There were at least 77 AONs 
which were five years old.” The government is working 
on AONs and it will weed out all technologies which 
are out of date. 

dPSUs/OFB neceSSary 
Defending the continued 
existence of some projects 
under defence public sec-
tor undertakings (DPSUs), 
the Minister said: “We are 
maintaining a huge armed 
forces, not with the expec-
tation of war. War is the 
last option. We require 
`3,41,000 crore for main-
tenance of armed forces. 
Eventuality requires us to 
do it. Similarly, we need to 
create capabilities which 
may not be required con-
tinuously. It cannot be built 
by the private sector be-

cause of costs and the short lived nature of the proj-
ects.” He referred to how a particular tank project could 
be continued only with the help of a DPSU. “Private sec-
tor would have closed the project and moved on.” The 
Minister said that retaining the DPSUs and the OFBs is 
a necessity of the defence forces. 

The government, he said, can sustain capacities 
for future requirement while there is certainly need 
for the private sector. The private sector, particularly 
the smaller companies, do not go for L1 requirement. 
“It is not that the private sector is flexible, the big ones 
do go through tendering. It is only the MSMEs which 
are adaptable.”

StreSSed diaBeteS 
Defence procurement process, he said, is cumbersome 
and it gave ‘stressed diabetes’ to those in this busi-
ness. Agreeing that the procedures followed were too 
difficult, he said, the bureaucracy had issues of taking 
decisions. The need to say ‘the buck stops here’ in the 
bureaucracy is essential and probably this was lack-
ing during the earlier regime, he said and mentioned 
how he cleared files after going through them and took 
responsibility of the same. 

The Summit had addresses by Major General 
Bishamber Dayal (Retd), Chairman, ASSOCHAM National 
Council on Defence and Aerospace; Sunil Kanoria, Presi-
dent ASSOCHAM and industry address by Anil Dhirub-
hai Ambani, Chairman and CEO, Reliance ADA Group; 
Bimal Sareen, Director, OIS-AT and Pierre De Bausset, 
President and Managing Director, Airbus Group. •
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“

“In a country like India with limited support from the industry and market, 

initiating 50 years ago (in 1964) publishing magazines relating to Army, 

Navy and Aviation sectors without any interruption is a commendable job 

on the part of SP Guide Publications. By this, SP Guide Publications has 

established the fact that continuing quality work in any field would result in 

success.”

Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India (*message received in 2014)

SP's Home Ad with Modi 2016 for SN.indd   1 14/03/16   3:18 PM
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edge technology development and engineering centres, manufacturing 

facilities and our people across the country, we are creating solutions for the 

challenges faced by the Indian aerospace industry. Made in India, by Indians, 

for India and the world.

For more information please visit 

aerospace.honeywell.com/india.
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By r. chandrakanth

With a growing fleet of aircraft (both fixed and rotary wing) in India, 
Boeing Defense, Space and Security is affecting a major fundamental 
shift in its strategy here by increasing the sustainment activity. 

The Vice President, India Boeing Defense, Space & Security (BDS), Dennis 
D. Swanson told a media round table that Boeing is “really committed to grow 
this particular segment” by focusing on training and services. In the next few 
years, India is going to have over 100 aircraft and Boeing would partnering 
with customers to ensure that the aircraft are constantly operational.

Explaining in detail the strategy, Vinayak Rajagopal, India Leader, Global 
Services and Support, BDS, said that sustainment activity is not an after-
thought but an ongoing effort, not just for Boeing platforms, but also non-
Boeing platforms. In a 30-year lifecycle of an aircraft, future support of the 
aircraft is a critical element and it would cost about 70 per cent as against 30 
per cent of the actual production cost. 

In line with this thinking, Rajagopal said that in-country services and train-
ing would get accentuated in the near future based on a) performance based 
contracting (making availability of aircraft at 80 per cent); b) integrated sup-
plier partnerships; c) commercial best practices; d) significant cost savings; e) 
increased readiness; and f) leverage the breadth and depth of Boeing. Pres-
ently, it is said that aircraft availability is between 50 and 60 per cent. “We can 
go beyond 90 per cent, but there is a trade cost-off and other operational issues 

which need to be taken into consideration and that is left to the end customer.” 
The aircraft availability percentage varies depending on the platforms too. 

rOtOrcraFt SUPPOrt PrOgramme, next Big thing 
The next major programme in India, he said, would be helicopter inductions 
(Apache), expected to happen in two to three years’ time and Boeing Rotor-
craft Support which is present in nine worldwide locations, would add one 
more in India. The company was focused on total training solutions (whether 
it was full motion simulator/weapon systems, part tast trainers etc), he said 
and added that Boeing was working on setting up a C-17 training centre and 
subsequently for the Apache helicopters. 

Rajagopal stated that the company wanted to capitalise on the success of 
the Globemaster Integrated Sustainment Programme (GISP) C-17 programme 
and tailor it to the requirements of Indian Navy (presently the Indian Air 
Force is using it) and subsequently on the Apache and other platforms that 
would be inducted over the next few years. The company was installing a 
simulator in Gurgaon and this is likely to be ready by May this year. 

“We want to create a strong India infrastructure services base,” Rajagopal 
said and mentioned that with regard to MRO (maintenance, repair and over-
haul) the company was talking to different players such as GMR, Air India.   
Right now, Boeing has a tie-up with Airworks. 

Boeing’s philosophy is to have global presence with strengthening local 
capabilities and it continues to work in this direction. • 

Boeing’s fundamental shift in  
India strategy 
• Sustainment activity to expand rapidly
• Boeing Rotorcraft support to come soon BOEInG aH-64 aPacHE  

attacK HELIcOPtER
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By r. chandrakanth

JSC Rosoboronexport, a subsidiary of Rostec State Corporation, is discussing with its Indian partners 
for further modernisation of the Indian armed forces. “India is willing to develop its own defence 
industry in accordance with the ‘Make in India’ programme. We are ready to propose new large-

scale projects for implementation in the interests of all military services with the most extensive 
involvement of Indian businessess, of relevant technology transfers and organisation of joint and 
licence productions. At the present time, for instance, we are in talks on the feasibility of develop-
ing Project 75(i) submarines based on the latest Amur 1650 diesel electric submarines, and on the 
procurement of an additional lot of Project 11356 frigates and setting up their licence production in 
India,” said Sergei Goreslavsky, Deputy Director General of JSC Rosoboronexport who heads the joint 
delegation of Rostec State Corporation and JSC Rosoboronexport. 

At Defexpo, Russia is marketing a new comprehensive project named ‘Integrated Security Sys-
tems’, a project for the development of an automated tactical command and control system adapted to 
meet the requirements of the Indian armed forces. The implemenation of these projects suggest wide 
cooperation with Indian companies that will allow them to acquire necessary unique competencies. 

Integrated Security Systems: The project is aimed at the development of integrated security 
systems required for protection of vital installations, various administrative formations, state borders, 
coastal zones, etc. All of them are based on the automated information system ‘Safe City’ designed to 
create a unified protected information environment, provide control of existing urban security means, 
and maintain smooth information interaction between municipal and law enforcement agencies. JSC 
Rosoboronexport is ready to supply a whole set of special-purpose equipment, automated command, 
control and communication systems, armaments and police hardware intended for law-enforcement 
and anti-terrorist groups. •

action at defexpo 2016

russia proposes partnerships on a large-scale 

1.  aRMOUREd FIGHtInG vEHIcLE (wHEELEd) dEMO at 
tHE InaUGURaL cEREMOny OF tHE 9tH EdItIOn OF 
dEFExPO 2016 at GOa On MOnday, MaRcH 28, 2016.

2.  MaIn BattLE tanK aRjUn MK II dEMO at tHE 
InaUGURaL cEREMOny OF dEFExPO 2016.

3.  tHE navaL vERSIOn OF Lca tEjaS FLyInG On tHE 
InaUGURaL day OF dEFExPO 2016.

4.  SaRanG HELIcOPtERS SHOwcaSInG aEROBatIcS 
dISPLay On tHE InaUGURaL day OF dEFExPO 2016.
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3 4



The R0991-9A SMG with its 9” Barrel is our most compact Sub Machine-Gun 
ever.  Developed to meet Customer demands for a lightweight, durable and 
modular Sub Machine-Gun platform, the R0991-9A provides an intermediate 
solution when a handgun is not enough, but the situation does not call for 
calibers typical of a military style assault rifle.  The Colt SMG is operated 
exactly the same way as other legacy Colt weapons, and has about 30% parts 
interchangeability with the rest of the Colt M4 Carbine family of weapons.  
Come see this and more at the Colt Booth at DEFEXPO India 2016 OR contact 
the Colt International Sales Team at +1-(860)-236-6311.

R0991-9A
(9X19MM SMG)

BOOTH 3.2.1-L

www.colt.com

DEFEXPO Alt CSASS - Show Dailies.indd   3 3/26/2016   5:45:56 AM
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SP’s ShowNews (SP’s): Could you talk about products and services of 
Esterline? 
Rama Prasad: Esterline offers a wide range of products covering a variety 
of end markets, but 80 per cent of the company’s revenue comes from serv-
ing aerospace and defence markets, with products ranging from avionics 
equipment, projectors and displays for aircraft and simulators to switches, 
control products, precision sensors, specialised engineered materials and 
harsh-environment connectors. We like to say that if a pilot touches or inter-
faces with something in the cockpit, Esterline is likely part of that product 
or process.

SP’s: What’s your take on the Indian market? 
Rama Prasad: It’s a vibrant market in which Esterline has been and can 
continue to be a valuable contributor. The ‘Make in India’ effort offers new 
opportunities for the company to use local resources and services to serve 
both Indian and global markets. The vitality of the current Indian economy 
also offers us good market potential as the country acts on its defence and 
commercial needs to support growth. 

SP’s: What are your plans for the Indian market and could you talk on 
various programmes of Esterline in India? 
Rama Prasad: Esterline has been operating in India for several years now. 
There are several defence programmes with the Navy and Air Force where 
Esterline products are currently in use. Indian Army modernisation and HAL/

Air Force/DRDO programmes also offer great opportunities to collaborate 
and make niche products in India. 

SP’s: What are the new initiatives of the company? 
Rama Prasad: Esterline already has a strong presence in India with its So-
uraiu connectors, manufactured out of our Coimbatore and Cochin facilities. 
Further, we are expanding the engineering design centre in Bengaluru to 
develop more products for Esterline. On a broader scale, Esterline as a whole 
is engaged in a companywide strategy to better serve customers with a new 
Esterline Operating System and several operational and organisational im-
provement initiatives.

SP’s: Could you talk about your customer base? 
Rama Prasad: Esterline enjoys a vast customer base including many of the 
world’s top aerospace and defence companies and organisations. In India, 
Esterline serves all three military forces directly and through PSU, BEL and 
HAL. We are also working with ISRO and DRDO on several active projects. 

SP’s: What’s being done to sustain future growth? 
Rama Prasad: Esterline firmly believes in the ‘Make in India’ concept and 
sees this as key factor in sustaining future growth and developing important 
products from India for the global market. India has been a part of Esterline’s 
growth strategy for years and will continue to be an important piece of our 
strategy going forward. •

Esterline is a specialised manufacturing company principally serving aerospace 
and defence markets. The Vice President and Managing Director of Esterline (India), 
Rama Prasad, talks about plans in India. 

Esterline to participate in army 
modernisation programmes 
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T
he Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) has displayed scale mod-
els of ALH, LCH, LCA, Hawk, Do-228, Lakshya, Chetak, LUH, HTT40, 
Su-30MKI , HTFE 25 KN engine, etc., at the Defexpo 2016 that was 
inaugurated by Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar at Quitol, Goa, 
on March 28, 2016. “In addition, avionics, components of Su-30 and 

UAV are on display at the HAL stall spread over 300 square metres”, said T, 
Suvarna Raju, CMD, HAL, after inaugurating the HAL stall at Defexpo 2016. 
The Defence Minister and other key officials visited the HAL stall.

HAL is also holding several business meetings over the next couple of days. 
The indigenous ALH and LCA enthralled the audience as part of the flying 
display over the Goan skies.

Defexpo provides a platform to exhibitors to display their latest technolo-
gies and products and an opportunity to explore the market and business 
potential. It is being held for the first time in Goa. •

defence Minister  
visits HAL stall

colt: Modular, dependable 
and innovative

dEFEncE MInIStER ManOHaR PaRRIKaR wItH HaL cMd t. SUvaRna RajU at HaL StaLL

R0991-9a

By SP’s cOrreSPOndent

c
olt has always answered the challenges and needs of our customers 
with innovative, best value, equipment design solutions. As the pre-
mier small arms industry leader, Colt’s Manufacturing Company has 
provided elite military forces and law enforcement agencies through-
out the world with one of the finest battlefield weapon systems ever 

designed, offering all echelons of warfighters increased capabilities. 
Nothing exemplifies this more than our R0991-9A, which was developed 

in order to meet our customers’ demand for a modern, lightweight, durable 
and modular Sub Machine-Gun (SMG) platform. The R0991-9A with its 9.5 
inch barrel is one of the most compact Sub Machine-Guns ever developed by 
Colt. Featuring a modular Troy Rail system, and ambidextrous fire controls, 
it also has the ability to be interchanged with Colt’s AR6951 Upper Receiver 
Kit, which has a 16 inch barrel, extending its effective range. Colt’s products 
continue to embody the terms modular, dependable, and innovative as we 
continue to manufacture weapon systems to meet the diversity of joint re-
quirements in today’s multi-security threat level battlefields, ensuring that 
the warfighter, lawman and individual citizen the world over are well served. 
Built one at a time, proven every round since 1836. •

By r. chandrakanth

T
he Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar in his inaugural address 
stated the need for India to develop its indeginious platforms and 
production. He also mentioned the release of the Defence Procure-
ment Procedure (DPP) 2016, which has been a topic of discussion 
over a number of years with the government releasing its versions 

over a period of time. The Ministry of Defence (MoD) released certain portions 
of the DPP 2016 a few weeks back. It is not the ‘complete’ document though 
but includes the various annexes (including offset policy) will be made avail-
able in a couple of weeks’ time. The Strategic Partnership Model will take 
longer to be implemented as well. Some of the key features of the policy are 
as below: 

  Introduction of a Preamble that will act as a guiding light for all capital 
acquisitions; special emphasis on medium, small and micro enterprises; 
‘Make in India’; Strategic Partnership Model; swift decision making and 
striking a balance between various competing requirements 

  Increased Priming of contracts by Indian vendors with a higher Indig-
enous Content (IC); 40 per cent for Buy (Indian) and 50 per cent for Buy 
& Make (Indian). 

  Introduction of a new category IDDM – ‘Indigenous Design Develop and 
Manufacture’ as the most ‘preferred’ acquisition option.

  Introduction of IC on Buy & Make (for foreign OEMs) or else a balance 
between SKD; CKD and IM kits in order to ensure meaningful value addi-
tion in India.

  Defining an Indian vendor for defence articles requiring an industrial 

licence as well not requiring an industrial licence. 
   Introduction of two new concepts in the RFP: 
 – Essential parameters A&B.
 –  Enhanced performance parameters; moving from a plain vanilla L1 

model to a L1-T1 model with up to 10 per cent leverage on price.
  Provision for using expert resources (outside technical experts) for the 

formulation of SQR’s. 
  AON (acceptance of necessity) validity reduced to six months Buy; Buy & 

Make categories. Buy & Make (Indian) AON to have a validity of one year. 
  Offsets applicable only on cases of about $300 million and above (`2,000 

crore) 
  Change in name of the vendor is permitted at any stage of the bidding 

or contract execution  process. Due steps to be taken by the OEM for the 
same.

  Provisions for the progress of single vendor cases at the bid submission 
stage itself have been  introduced.

  FET (field evaluation trials) have been limited and in certain conditions even 
re-imbursement can be made by the MoD.

  The standard contract document terms and conditions can be changed in 
accordance with G2G agreements in single vendor cases only 

  DPP 2016 to be valid from April 1, 2016, for all AONs issued on or after this 
date. 

 –  For cases where AON has been provided but RFP not released, the previ-
ous DPP will continue to remain valid. This can be waived by the DAC. 

A total of five chapters plus Preamble have been released. The above is a 
high level analysis of  Chapter 1 and 2 only according to Ernst & Young with the 
other analysis to follow soon. •

Key highlights of the dPP 2016
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D
rawing on world-class know-how derived 
from generations of unmanned aircraft 
systems (UAS) design, development and 
operation and its naval capabilities, 
Elbit Systems’ newest offering in the 

unmanned platform field is Seagull – an organic, 
modular, highly autonomous, multi-mission 
unmanned surface vehicle (USV) system. 

Seagull is a 12-metre USV with replaceable 
mission modules, with two vessels capable of be-
ing operated and controlled in concert using a sin-
gle Mission Control System (MCS), from manned 
ships or from the shore. 

The system provides unmanned end-to-end 
minehunting operation taking the man out of the 
minefield. It provides mission planning, and on-line operation in known and 
unknown areas, including area survey, search, detection, classification, identifi-
cation, neutralisation and verification. It is equipped to search the entire water 
volume and operate underwater vehicles to identify and neutralise mines. 

Seagull changes the dynamics of anti-submarine operations by creating a 
threat to submarines using a cost-effective and available asset, replacing and 

augmenting manned assets with minimal threat 
from submarines. It empowers a surface vessel or 
naval base commander with off-board, available 
and rapidly deployable anti-submarine warfare 
(ASW) capabilities to protect critical sea areas and 
high-value assets from submarine as well as sea 
mine threats. 

Incorporating Elbit Systems’ extensive expe-
rience in UAS, Seagull features a robust, highly-
autonomous and safe sailing capability as well as 
modular mission payload suites, selected to match 
a variety of required missions including EW, sur-
face force protection, hydrographical missions 
in addition to the core MCM and ASW missions. 
The sailing suite includes a patented Autonomous 
Navigation System (ANS), with obstacle avoid-
ance, which considers the international regula-

tions for preventing collisions at sea. 
Network ready and long enduring, Seagull features inherent C4I capa-

bilities for enhanced situation awareness and can remain at sea for over 
96 hours. The Seagull multi-mission USV system offers navies a true force 
multiplier in reducing risk, cost and manpower requirements in performing 
missions which have only been performed to date by costly manned assets. •

By r. chandrakanth

A
stra Microwave Products Pvt 
Ltd (AMPL), a public listed 
company based at Hyder-
abad, has been spearhead-
ing design, development and 

manufacturing of RF and microwave 
components, super components, sys-
tems and related technologies to space 
and defence sectors. 

Over the years, AMPL has risen to 
the need of the hour with unflagging 
enthusiasm and a capacity to rapidly 
turnaround new technological break-
throughs using their strong and com-
mitted in-house R&D team. This has 
in turn enhanced the capability to deal 
with a growing market with ever chang-
ing technological requirements. One 
of the major contributions to the state-of-the-art 
active phased array radar systems has been the 
development and automated mass manufactur-
ing of antenna arrays, transmit-receive modules, 
exciters-receivers, etc.

Sensing the need for a fabless Semiconductor 
Design Centre capable of designing monolithic 
microwave integrated circuits (MMIC), AMPL has 
established a comprehensive design team along 
with test facilities and has been able to turnout 
many MMIC components indigenously. Recently 
the company has spun off their MMIC division 
into Aelius Semiconductors Pvt Ltd operating 
from Singapore.

Astra Microwave was also one of the first ben-
eficiaries of the offset programme having won 
the very first offset contract in India. Since then 
they have been working consistently with foreign 

OEMs on offset programmes and have delivered 
high-end modules in high quantity meeting the 
quality and delivery benchmarks. This combined 
with their strong presence in the Indian market 
makes the company ideally poised to go on further 
and become a strong player in the ‘Buy and Make 
(Indian)’ category of defence procurements.

AMPL has posed itself as the manufacturing 
partner for foreign OEMs looking to make their 
products in India and supplying to the swiftly 
increasing demands of defence forces in India for 
modern equipments. With offsets taking a back-
seat in the policy domain of the Government of 
India and the present government pushing for 
‘Make in India’, many of the future defence pro-
curements are expected to move in this direction. 
The Hyderabad-based firm is therefore well placed 
in positioning itself as a partner for manufactur-
ing strategic electronics for major foreign OEMs 

that are eyeing the high capital spend-
ing of the Indian armed forces. Moving 
on in this direction, AMPL has formed 
joint venture companies with Rafael, 
Advanced Defence Systems Ltd., Israel, 
for communication products – Astra 
Rafael Comsys Pvt Ltd (ARC), and with 
Unique Broadband Systems, Canada for 
high power transmitters, satellite com-
munication products and products for 
broadcasting application – Astra UBS 
Technologies Pvt Ltd.

AMPL has expanded its operations to 
Bengaluru and has also set up office in 
Delhi to work on the futuristic require-
ments of the Indian Ministry of Defence, 
eyeing opportunities to produce smaller 
defence systems in collaboration with 
foreign equipment manufacturers. The 
company has invested heavily into infra-

structure and has been supporting the Defence 
Research and Development Organisation, Indian 
Space Research Organisation and the defence pub-
lic sector units for strategic electronics that form 
part of radar systems, electronic warfare systems, 
telemetry systems and satellite systems. Having 
worked in various programmes of Indian defence, 
supplying strategic electronics in the form of sub-
systems and components, the company is already 
working in the high technology domain. 

The company believes that with their techno-
logical ability on the subsystem level combined 
with the expertise of foreign OEMs, they can sup-
port the requirements of the Indian armed forces 
under the ‘Make in India’ programme. It is only 
logical then that Astra Microwave poses them-
selves as an ideal partner to foreign OEMs for 
‘making their products in India’. •

Elbit Systems introduces Seagull:
A new multi-mission USv for maritime warfare missions

astra strong in rf and microwave components 
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o
ver the past two years there have been 
new product and application develop-
ments on the military market and just as 
many changes. However, manufacturers’ 
and users’ requirements and requests 

remained the same: weight reduction, robustness, 
ease of handling, and secure transmission of a 
high number of signals in the smallest available 
space. Designed especially for military and securi-
ty technology, ODU AMC is an advanced and highly 
reliable connector solution with Push-Pull locking 
or Break-Away function. Rugged, watertight and 
easy to clean, these lightweight, non-reflective 
connector systems have excellent EMI shielding 
within a compact housing. Individual contact con-
figurations are available in one integrated connec-
tor solution: signal, low/high voltage transmission, 
coax/triax. ODU’s premium connectors securely 
and reliably transmit data and signals, making 
them useful in a diverse array of applications for 
example in soldier modernization applications. 
The ODU AMC series include four different types of 
connector solutions: ODU AMC High-Density, ODU 
AMC Push-Pull, ODU AMC Break-Away and ODU 
AMC Easy-Clean. 

reliaBle FUnctiOnality thankS  
tO OdU-mac
While the ODU AMC series is mainly used in sol-
dier modernization applications, ODU offers a 
broad range of connector solutions. In radio and 
radar stations as well as transmission connec-
tors in central electronic the ODU-MAC ensures 
reliable connections. The open modular connec-

tor system combines the versatility of a rectan-
gular connector with customizable modules to 
create countless custom connector variations for 
diverse applications. Couple this with numerous 
housing options to create the perfect interface 
for transferring signal, power, high current, high 
voltage, coax, high-speed data transmission, fi-
bre optic and other media such as air or fluid 
all in one easy to mate system. The ODU-MAC 
ensures reliable connections and is constantly 
updated with new features. Rapidly evolving 
technologies quickly outgrow off-the-shelf con-
nector systems. This is why ODU offers services 
for developing custom connector solutions for 
specific military applications beside available 
standard solutions.

the OdU cOmPany grOUP: glOBal 
rePreSentatiOn with PerFect 
cOnnectiOnS
ODU is one of the world’s leading connector sys-
tems suppliers and employs about 1,650 people 
around the world. Aside from the company head-
quarters at Mühldorf am Inn, the ODU Group has 
also an international production and distribution 
network in Europe, North America and Asia. ODU 
combines all relevant areas of competence and key 
technologies relating to design and development, 
machine tool and special machine construction, 
injection, stamping, turning, surface technology, 
assembly and cable assembly. The ODU group sells 
its products around the world and has an inter-
national distribution network that includes eight 
sales companies in Denmark, England, France, 
Italy, Sweden, the USA, China and Japan, along 
with numerous worldwide sales partners. The ODU 
connectors ensure reliable transmission of power, 
signal, data and media in numerous demanding 
applications: medical technology, military and se-
curity, energy, industrial electronics, measurement 
and testing and automotive technology. •

FOr FUrther inFOrmatiOn  
PleaSe cOntact:

Amit Mittal  
Business Development Manager-ODU India
Telephone: +91 9717200177  
Fax: +91 124 41216101
E-mail: amit.mittal@mv-india.com 
Web: www.odu.de

OdU connector Solutions –  
for most harsh environments
ODU connectors are ideally suited for mission critical military applications and their extreme 
environmental conditions

By SP’s cOrreSPOndent

r
ostec today announced that its subsidiary 
company Russian Helicopters is close to 
signing a long-term maintenance agreement 
with the Indian Ministry of Defence (MoD) to 
provide after-sales service for entire Indian 

fleet of Mi-17 helicopters. This long-term mainte-
nance agreement will be for the entire life-cycle of 
the fleet and marks a shift from the earlier approach 
provision of after-sales support.

According to the preliminary agreement, Russian 
Helicopters will provide repairs for the Mi-17 fleet 
and also supply spares throughout the entire life-
cycle of the rotorcraft. Repairs of helicopters operated 
in India will be performed by enterprises that are part of Russian Helicopters. 
The current contract life-cycle is expected to be three to five years. A further 
extension, as well as expansion of helicopter models covered by the after-sales 
support system is part of the plan and is being considered. 

“We are very excited to be coming to India to be part of Defexpo 2016. 
These are exciting times for India’s defence industry as Asia’s geopolitics 
increasingly takes shape around India. This has led to India’s defence services 
focus even more strongly on modernisation and expansion. Within that ambit 
we plan to sign a contract that will lay the foundation for a new era of after-

sales collaboration between Russian Helicopters 
and India. This is now being discussed with the 
Indian Air Force, Navy and border patrol troops of 
India,” said Sergei Chemezov, CEO of Rostec State 
Corporation. “For us, it will be the first long-term 
service contract with India. Set prices and delivery 
dates for supplying equipment needed to repair 
our helicopters are among the advantages of this 
type of contract. It will boost Russian-made heli-
copters after-sales system to a new level.”

‘manPadS’ VerBa deBUt in india 
Rostec State Corporation also announced that it 
is showcasing Verba, the world’s most advanced 
man-portable air-defence missile systems (MAN-

PADS) for the first time outside of Russia. This initiates the active promotion 
of Verba in the international markets. Verba has been designed and manu-
factured by KBM Scientific Production Concern, a part of JSC High Precision 
Weapons. Presently, Verba MANPADS is just entering into service with the 
Russian Army. 

Rostec State Corporation holding company, United Instrument Manufactur-
ing Corporation, also presented a mobile fire control unit, designed for the opera-
tional control of the actions of forces armed with portable anti-aircraft missile 
systems, including Verba. •

MoD to sign maintenance contract with  
Russian Helicopters 

IaF’s MI-17 HELIcOPtER
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SPEcIAL rEPorT / SNAPSHoTS

(tOP) dEFEncE MInIStER 
ManOHaR PaRRIKaR wItH  
cMdRE SUjEEt SaMaddaR (REtd), 
dIREctOR and cEO, SHInMaywa 
IndUStRIES IndIa, at tHE 
SHInMaywa StaLL

(RIGHt) cHIEF OF tHE navaL StaFF 
adMIRaL R.K. dHOwan wItH 
cMdRE SUjEEt SaMaddaR (REtd)  
at tHE SHInMaywa StaLL

BEL ties up with 
rosoboronexport
By SP’s cOrreSPOndent

The Bharat Electronics Ltd (BEL) and Roso-
boronexport (part of Rostec State Corpo-
ration) have signed a memorandum of 

understanding (MoU) today, under which the 
two will cooperate for the joint development of 
various subsystems of major defence projects 
under the offset clause of the Defence Procure-
ment Procedure (DPP). The industrial tie-up 
will cater to the requirements of all the three 
arms of the Indian defence forces as well as 
the civilian sector.

The MoU will also give a boost to BEL’s 
long-standing association with Russia and will 
go a long way in furthering the ‘Make in In-
dia’ initiative of the Government of India. “BEL 
is very happy to join hands with Rosoboron- 
export in taking up the design and develop-
ment of state-of-the-art products and systems 
for various strategic programmes of the Min-
istry of Defence,” said P.C. Jain, Director (Mar-
keting), BEL. •
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By r. chandrakanth

T
he State Minister of Defence of Sri Lanka Ruwan Wijewardene vis-
ited Goa Shipyard Limited (GSL) on the opening day. During the visit, 
Wijewardene had discussions with Rear Admiral Shekhar Mital (Retd), 
Chairman and Managing Director of GSL, and other senior officers on 
progress of Sri Lankan vessels under construction at GSL. Karunas-

ena Hettiarachchi, Secretary, Ministry of Defence of Sri Lanka, and Lt General 
A.W.J.C. De Silva, Commander of the Army of Sri Lanka, were also present. 

The Minister was conducted around the shipyard by CMD GSL and also 
taken to both the Sri Lankan patrol vessels under construction. The Minister 
took keen interest in the ongoing construction of ships and also visited CGOPV 
Shoor, delivered to Coast Guard on March 16. Commanding Officer Shoor con-
ducted him around the ship and apprised the Sri Lankan delegation of the 
advanced features of CGOPV with reference to older OPVs. The Sri Lankan del-
egation expressed happiness with the progress of the work and was also shown 
the infrastructure augmentation being undertaken for MCMV project.

Earlier a presentation was made to the Sri Lankan delegation on in-house 
design capability, product profile and future potential of cooperation. It is note-
worthy that the shipyard is executing large export orders from Myanmar, Sri 
Lanka and Mauritius. Today GSL is the largest exporter of ships from country 
with present order book of over `1,200 crore.

gSl deliVerS SecOnd OPV OF new claSS ahead OF SchedUle tO 
indian cOaSt gUard 
The second in the class, of new 105M offshore patrol vessel (OPV) ICGS Shoor 
built on GSL in-house design was delivered to the Indian Coast Guard on 
March 23, 2016, one-and-a-half months ahead of contractual schedule. First 
CGOPV of this series was also delivered ahead of contractual schedule. 

This largest and most advanced new generation OPV was handed over 
by Rear Admiral Shekhar Mital to DIG Surendra Singh Dasila, Command-
ing Officer, in presence of DIG T.P. Sadanandan, TM, Principal Director (Mat) 
Indian Coast Guard, DIG R.D. Shedbalkar, CSO (Tech), Coast Guard Region 
(W) and DIG Arun Shrivastav, CGRPS (Goa) in a simple ceremony held at GSL 
on March 23, 2016. S.P. Raikar, Director (Operations) GSL, Sudhakar T.N., 
Director (Finance) GSL and other officials of Indian Coast Guard and GSL 
were also present on the occasion.

CMD in his message said: “The delivery of second CGOPV ahead of sched-
ule is a landmark event for GSL. The ship was launched on March 21, 2015. 
Delivery of the ship in one year of its launch, as was committed at the time 
of launch, is reflective of yard’s shipbuilding capabilities, commitment and 
validation of our execution skills. CMD added that the OPV being handed 
over today speaks of GSL’s commitment to the ‘Make in India’ initiative of 
the Government of India and yet another proof of successful journey towards 
timely execution of the project by a proud DPSU shipyard, in perfect syn-
ergy with Coast Guard. Manifestation of this initiative will be seen more and 
more from GSL in times to come”. The ship has been built in supervision of 
Coast Guard Headquarters and CGRPS based at Goa. Due to the very strong 
feedback mechanism and effective supervision, the ship incorporates top-end 
design features and innovation by shipyard and a testament to the innate 
design capability of shipyard. 

This state-of-the-art OPV is second in the class of six OPVs being built by 
GSL for Indian Coast Guard. It will be the second biggest ship on joining Coast 
Guard fleet. The induction of Shoor will help meet the increasing requirement 
of the Indian Coast Guard for undertaking policing and patrolling of the vast 
Indian exclusive economic zone. The ship has state-of-the-art engine/machin-
ery controls for ease of operation, advanced electronic warfare and electronic 
systems and gun. •

Sri Lankan Minister visits GSL

StatE MInIStER OF dEFEncE OF SRI LanKa RUwan wIjEwaRdEnE wItH REaR adMIRaL SHEKHaR MItaL (REtd), cMd, GSL; (RIGHt) HandInG OvER IcGS SHOOR

By SP’s cOrreSPOndent

rockwell Collins has received a contract from the Electronics Corpo-
ration of India Ltd (ECIL) to supply communications and navigation 
components for radios being indigenously manufactured by ECIL for 

Indian defence forces. These components supplied by Rockwell Collins are 
used for integration into digital V/UHF radio, an IP-enabled state-of-the-
art transreceiver for ship-to-ship, ship-to-shore and ground-to-air com-
munications.

 “The recent award is part of a long-term agreement signed with ECIL in 
2010. To date, Rockwell Collins has delivered more than 1,000 units to ECIL,” 
said Sunil Raina, Managing Director, India, for Rockwell Collins.

 Rockwell Collins is a pioneer in the development and deployment of inno-
vative aviation and high-integrity soultions for both commercial and govern-
ment applications. Our expertise in flight deck avionics, cabin electronics, mis-
sion communications, simulation and training, and information management 
is delivered by a global workforce, and a service and support network that 
crosses more than 150 countries. •

Rockwell collins receives contract from EcIL  
for communications and navigation components
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